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ABSTRACT
The self
principal

consistency

conditions for magnetic

features of a magnetic

topology

turbulence

involving

are

reviewed. The

stochastic

flux lines -

transport, ambipolarity, basic equations - are summarized. Two driving sources are
considered : thermal effects which require large scale residual islands and electron diamagnetism which involves fluctuation scales smaller than the ion Larmor radius
and a Pp threshold of order

one. Detailed

stability

criteria

and transport

coefficients are given in each case.

KEXHORDS : turbulence, transport, self consistency.

I

- INTRODUCTION

Though there exists no direct measurements of fluctuating magnetic fields, their
existence is suggested by some experimental facts in Tokamaks. The most striking are
the large value of the electron

thermal diffusivity

compared

to the particle

diffusion [GONDHALEKAR, 1989], the degradation of the confinement with additional
power [JET Team, 1989], the loss of runaway electrons during the transition from
ohmic to L regime (KHON et al, 1988). Magnetic turbulence is an attractive candidate
to explain these effects, because it affects the confining topology and thereby the
electron motion. Such a situation is reached when the typical width 2S1 of the
islands created by the various modes exceeds

the distance d between resonant

surfaces, i.e., when the Chirikov parameter a » 2S1Xd is larger than a threshold
value <TC of order one. Diffusion coefficients reach standard values of order 1 m2s~1
for rather low values of the fluctuating magnetic fields, typically 10~4+10~3.
As any turbulence in a confined plasma, the fluctuating magnetic fields must be
self consistent. This requires the computation of the microcurrents induced by that
fields - these currents are essentially carried by electrons - and the check of
their coherence through the Ampère equation. Moreover, the associated electric
potential fluctuations cannot be neglected so that the ion dynamics must be taken
into account. This program can be systematically performed in the linear regime and
has led to the microtearing modes (HAZELTINE et al, 1975), which are unstable in
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eollisional regimes (DRAKE and LEE, 1977 ; MAHAJAH et al; 1979 ; DRAKE et aj., 1980 ;
FARENGO et al, 1983) and stable in collisionless regimes

(TSANG et al, 1978) .

However, these features are dramatically changed i.i non linear regimes where the
induced microcurrents are determined by the stochasticity of the trajectories rather
thaiTby:~the~ linear resonances (SAMAIN, 1984 ; REBUT et a.';, 1986 ; GARBET et al, 1988
and 1990).-Indeed,~a weak particle diffusion is able to influence "the mode stability
and a non linear study is n-icessary to compute the actual thresholds and the
associated heat transport. Two limits in the non linear regime are of interest : in
the first one, corresponding to & Chirikov parameter o near the stochasticity
threshold O0, o « O0, the fluctuating magnetic

fields

create

residual islands

surrounded by an ergodic sea ; the second case corresponds to a fully stochastic
situation, o » oc. In both cases, a radial electric field, linked to the electron
density and temperature gradients, confines

the electrons so as to ensure the

ambipolarity. The instability may be driven by two basic mechanisms. First, the:
inductive

voltage can drive

microcurrents

sustaining

the

unstable magnetic-

perturbations through thermal effects (REBUT and SAMAIN, 1972 ; REBUT and HUGON,
1984 ; WHITE and ROMANELLI, 1989). These effects are destabilizing when there exists
residual magnetic islands (O - <TC), where current channels are localized. Secondly,
the radial electric field confining the electrons can play a destabilizing role
through the electric drift of electrons

(SAMAIN, 1984 ; GARBET et al, 1988 and

1990) . This mechanism related to diamagnetism is relevant in both non linear regimes
(a =• CT0 and O » CT0), but involves pp and temperature gradient

thresholds. It

requires also small island scales to avoid the stabilization by the fluctuating
electric fields.
The remainder of this paper is the following. The general features of a magnetic
turbulence are reviewed in chapter II. In chapter III, the basic equations for the
thermal mechanisms are investigated. Finally, the modes driven unstable by the
electron diamagnetism are studied in chapter IV.

XZ - PROPERTIES OF A HAGNETXC TURBULENCE
II.1 — Magnetic topology

We consider a cylindrical equilibrium field
8

- Bo fa
\
and a potential vector fluctuation directed along B
exp i(m8 + nq> - at) + c.c.

The typical frequencies CO are of order of the electron diamagnetic frequencies
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((0^,(UTe) = -

R0 eBe »ne dr T dr
which are themselves smaller than the electron transit frequency vu/tc, where Lc is

the correlation length along the perturbed flux lines and ve = V2Te/me

is

the

electron thermal velocity. We will assume that ^- is a constant so that there exists
a frame of reference where the turbulence is

static, in presence of a radiar

electric field -âH which is linked to the ratio ^
n/R,,

<2)

BB dr

This assumption is not essential but greatly simplifies the analysis and will be
used in the following. To each Fourier component Anm ^ O is associated a resonant
surface r = rmn determined by

and an island half width 8imn = y./8*™1»» , where LS=-SE2.
(3-rdq| ig
3
V

B0

V

tne 3near

length. In

qdr/

the vicinity of a radius r<j, one may use
rm = °- S0+ cte
m

(4)

where
&
ro I
oo m -3^ I
3

If=Ia

Defining the Chirikov parameter by <T = -2îsa—

'"J, where r=rmn and r=rmin. are two

successive resonant surfaces, the flux lines are stochastic if O is larger than a
threshold value oc of order 1. If o » oc, the field lines diffuse radially with a
quasilinear diffusion coefficient DH = \8r2)/2L (L is the field line length) given by
DH • 2Jt]^p52IJ

IKeIuJ 8(r - rœn)

,c>

Assuming that Amn only depends on m, then the expression (5) reads
J. ^ o KO noo

(6)

where CTn= ^ I". That diffusion may be seen as a random walk, with basic steps SD
Oo

after each Kolmogorov length LK along the flux lines (RECHESTER et al, 1978 and
1979)

r
LK

-—
i»«aKeS0

(7)

where Kg is an average poloidal number and
1/3

(8)
The diffusion coefficient for particles with a parallel velocity v// is simply

D = DH |v//|
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(9)

in the collisionless regime. The distribution function of particles in a stochastic
field experiences a cascade process generating components with smaller and smaller
transverse scales. The smallest scale 8S is determined by the residual dissipative
processes, a small diffusion for instance. For an associated diffusion coefficient
D3, assumed much smaller than the coefficient D due to the magnetic turbulence, the
scale S3 is

8s =
"

- '

(10)

where Lc is the parallel correlation length of the distribution function, linked to
the Kolmogorov length through the relation
Lc = LK L o g -

(11)

II. 2 ~ The question of arobipolary
Since the diffusion coefficient given by (9) is proportional to the velocity,
electrons

diffuse faster

than ions and the question

of ambipolarity

arises.-

Moreover, this asymmetry is reinforced by the ion Larmor radius effects, which
reduce the value given by (9) when the island widths are smaller than the ion Larmor
radius pi = mm/eiB , where vi=V2Ti/mi is the ion thermal velocity. The electron
particle flux must therefore nearly vanish, a condition which of course does not
imply the vanishing of the heat flux. In the frame of reference where the islands
are static, this cancellation

is insured by a radial electric field confining

electrons. Following the quasilinear theory, the electron flux is given by

- - n, DH (USs- +fi.dIU JSL (£ - i)\ IvJ
\b,dr T dr Tdr \T
2H
/

U2)

and vanishes when
- S. dLL , _dng_ + 1- JtL.
T dr
nedr
2 Tdr

(13)

in the collisionless regime. The expression (12) is valid in any frame of reference
by changing S. âSL into S. pSL. + B* Ro ul'j, where -âîîl and (O' are the radial electric
T dr
T Vdr
n
/
dr
field and the frequency in the new frame. The condition (13) implies therefore that
the turbulence rotates at the electron diamagnetic frequency in the frame where the
radial electric field vanishes. Once this condition is fulfilled, the thermal flux
I))Te/ which is given by an average over the energy E similar to (12) , reduces to
^Te= - -^ He DM Ve &£ffl
dr
II . 3 — Self consistency and baajf! aquations

(14)

The potential vector fluctuations must be sustained by microcurrents, through the
e equation
^B. - (SL)2A10n = - Jl0 J/Mn
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In the simplest case, J//mn is localized around the m,n resonant surface. Outside the
current layer, Amn(r) decreases as exp- |Ke (r - rmnj and a standard matching procedure
provides the constraint
2JK«| Amn = Uo I J//mn dr

(15)

The problem is then to calculate J//mn in term of Amn. Generally, the current is
derived from a Fokker-Planck equation
(v//V//. + VE.V. + -^- (Etnd - V//(tI + Su)) -^-.
I
W0
dv//

- D 5 A,- CXl

;

(16)

&J// = e I d3v v// SF = ]£ J//mn(r) expi(m8 + iup) + C, C.
where (F + SF)(XJI,V//) is the electron distribution function, V//. is the gracient
along the perturbed flux lines, D5 is a small diffusion coefficient which solves
small scale divergences, Eincj is the inductive field, C is a collision operator .that
will be restricted to an electron ion friction term. The fluctuating electric
potential Su, which is involved in the electric drift velocity V1 = B x V(u + 8u)/B2
depends on the ion behaviour and is determined by the electro-neutrality constraint.
The calculation of SJ// and Su is easily performed in the linear collisionless and
collisional regimes, leading

respectively

to stable and unstable situations

described in §IV. ïwo kinds of non linear situations occur according to the value of
the Chirikov parameter.
i) Well beyond the stochastic threshold, all flux lines are stochastic and the
only source of instability is the diamagnetism. The integration of equation (16) is
a difficult task since one has to deal with components of SF at the very small scale
Ss given by equation (10) . However, the components of SF at larger scales of order SD
(see eq. (8) ) , which ûetermine the response Sj// coherent with SA, can be obtained by
simulating the non linear effects in equation (16) by diffusion operators applied to
the non adiabatic part of the distribution function- (HIRSCHMAN AND MOLVIG, 1979 ;
DIAMOND and ROSENBLUTH, 1381) . For instance, discarding the drift and voltage terms
in eq. (16) leads to the set of equations

i K//v// F™ - £ DSan'AFm.n. = - i v// a £ ASD.
r

ra'n-

(17)

or B

where K// = -1- Ia. + -DLJ and tne DSn"' are proper diffusion coefficients scaling as the
RQ \
q(E)J
quasilinear value DH |v//|. A simple case correspondu to a diagonal matrix D™"', i.e.
Dmn

= DM |v//| 8mm' Sim1

(18)

This procedure .has been successfully checked by a numerical computation '(GARBET et
al . , this conference') .
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ii) For a Chirikov parameter near the threshold value, there exists residual
islands where the flux lines are integrable over magnetic surfaces y(r,6,q>) = cte,
with an helicity corresponding to the associated vector potential. Inside these
islands, and neglecting all diamagnetic effects, the integration of eq. (16) leads
to a temperature T and a current J// which are flux functions T (Y) and J// (y) and are
related~through the Ohm law
J1 1 = Eind

(19)

and the averaged heat equation
(- ne &AT), = P(T) = 5i - Prad(T)
Tl(T)

(20)

where Xs = ^Os is the thermal diffusivity in the island, Ti(T) is the resistivity,
2
the
radiation power, and the bracket means a space averaging between"
neighbouring surfaces
IXX

- TBBBMAL EFFECTS

The basic idea of these effects is the filamentation of the equilibrium current J//
by residual islands through eq. (19), (20), providing microcurrents which can sustain
the corresponding perturbations [REBUT and SAMAIN, 1972 ; REBUT and HUGON, 1984 ;
REBUT et al., 1986 ; WHITE and ROMANELLI, 1989]. Such a regime corresponds to a
Chirikov parameter near the threshold value and is difficult to study accurately for
it is intermediate between

a single island integrable topology and a fully

stochastic case. The self consistency involves the ratio 5J77XJ77 which must be
calculated. By using the Ampère equation for the equilibrium current J//
i. JL [-Ei-Ba_\.= U0 j//(r)
r dr
dr \q(r) R0/
one obtains from eq. (15) the constraint

61- 4 (2- - 1 )C

(21)

re the correlation C is defined by
du. cosu «JMP'")
L. ' J-* 2n
J"

(22)

with

p-

-Sas. , u = m 6 +n q> +

arg (A31n)

if B(A > O
q

arg (A™) + Ji if B1A < O
and J// = J//(rmn) .
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III.l — IaI and cooling
This first class of mechanism (REBUT and SAMAIN, 1972 ; REBUT and HUGON, 1984) is
related to the heat balance within the residual islands. Inside such an island, the
total current J// + &J//(V) is related to the temperature T + ST(y) through the Ohm law
(19) which reads
&*.-(! + Si?2 - 1
J Il
'
T'

_

where the bars refer to the unperturbed values on the resonant

surface . The

temperature T + ST(V) is solution of the heat equation (20) where the heat source
P(T) = Eind/T|(T) - PMIJ(T) will be restricted to its unperturbed value P(T). We will then
admit that the magnetic topology can be represented by isolated islands surrounded
by a turbulent sea. The equation of a m,n island chain is
\f = 2pz + cosu

(23)

where - I S y S l , y = 1 corresponds to the separatrix. Note that in fact, the size
of islands is reduced by the ergodic sea. The solution of the heat equation is then

(1 - V)
4 ne X»

(24)

As expected, OT is positive when PIT) > O, i.e., when the Ohmic heating dominates.
Conversely, ST is negative when the radiation cooling overcomes the Ohmic input, a
situation

which can occur

at the edge.

The contribution

of this temperature

fluctuation in the correlation (22) is
C1- i f
dpdlL cosu W&2 |M<1 2*
which gives, using (24),
Rl

^

^ ^
?^

(25

>

In view of eq. (21), an island heating, P(T) > O, is stabilizing (C<0) whereas an
island cooling is destabilizing (C>0). The actual threshold on the island size can
be obtained by solving equation (21). An order of magnitude is available by noting
that the power P is linked to the equilibrium temperature gradient length LI and the
thermal dif fusivity X in the ergodic sea

P ~ ne X —
L?
so that (21) becomes

N
where the left side quantity scales as the Chirikov parameter and is therefore of
order 1. It is interesting to remark (DUBOIS, 1990) that the diffusivity Xs inside
the ^aland can be much smaller than ths dif fusivity x in the ergodic sea. In the
case of the island cooling, reasonable island widths 5i - Yjts/X LT can therefore be
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obtained. For such island scales, of the order of the centimeter, the diffusion
coefficient given by (6) and O) is fairly large, i.e., several m s
III. 2 - Currgnt- profile affecta
The. second step-in the study of thermal effects should consist of calculating the
current

fluctuations

due

to thé inductive field

in the

ergodic

sea.

This

necessitates in principle to solve the~ Fokker Planck equation (16) in the stochastic
magnetic field. A crude approximation consists of restricting the temperature and
the current to their 0,<p averaged values. The temperature can be then approximated by

outside and near an island chain. Using again the Ohm law and noting that the
correlation

(22) vanishes for a function depending on p over all the space (inside

and outside the island) , one finds that the ergodic sea contributes to C by
(27)

T 3rr'

IT dr/

where
K =- i I
dp ^0- P2COSU = J=8 JM<1
2n
5Jt
Note that the first order contribution in SI/LT vanishes since it corresponds to an
odd current with respect to p. Consequently, only the terms of order 8i2/LT2 remain and
H2T

they are destabilizing if -S-iW. I3 positive [WHITE and ROMANELLI, 1989] . The self
J//dr2
consistency constraint (21) provides the scaling
I Kg I 3 81 ~ ^S- ~ Oc

This last condition can hardly be satisfied since it involves an island width of the
order of the temperature gradient length.
IV

-

DIAMAGNETIC OESTABII1XZATZON

OF HICROTEARING

MODES

These modes were initially found to be unstable in the linear collisional regime
(HAZELTINE et al,

1975), with a maximum growth rate when the electron-ion collision

frequency vc is of order of the diamagnetic frequency 00«, while it

wa-s later shown

that they are linearly stable in the collisionless regime (TSANG et al., 1978). The
trapped electrons have been shown to be weakly stabilizing (CONNOR et al,

1988) .

However, this classical picture is drastically changed in the non linear regime.
First, a pp threshold of order 1 is involved in both regimes. Secondly, the induced
transport

coefficients

in

collisional

regimes remain less

than

the

actual

'experimental values, except at the edge of tokamaks. Finally, microtearing modes can
be unstable in collisionless non linear regimes, because the parallel impedance of
electrons is

modifxed by the

induced diffusion.
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This

picture would not be

comprehensive without stating the stabilizing effect of the fluctuating electric
potential, except if the island widths are much smaller than the ion Larmor radius.
This determines indeed an upper bound for the diffusivity.
IV.1 — Summary of frhe linear resulha

The linearization of the Vlasov equation (16) provides the following expression
for the current harmonics in cbllisionless" regime
n=

- Ssei /

T

SL^

^U

Vo- K//v// + ie

(28)

/

where the inductive field has been neglected, the brackets indicate a velocity
average, û) = ——— SU. ^3 the mode frequency in the frame where the radial electric
RO Be dr _
I 2
\
field vanishes, (OE= (One + (Oie I102
^-I is the velocity dependent diamagnetic frequency
V2T
Zl
and K// = -1- In + -p-r)
is the parallel wave number. The width S6 of the J//mn (r)
r
Ro V
«* l/
.
profile is given by Oe-I(OLsXKsVeJ In the frame of a constant Anm approximation, the
self consistency constraint (15) then reads
2 I KaI Amn (O) - iItJI0 ^T

J

dx { (0 - (Oe') V?/ 8 ((U - K// V//)*„,„)

(29)

The current integral is in quadrature of phase with Amn and must vanish. This occurs
when
u) = (One+— (Ore
(30)
2
which is equivalent to -the condition (13) . Once this condition is fulfilled, no
current integral in phase with Amn remains. This means that a microtearing mode is
stable within the constant A^n approximation. Moreover, it can be numerically checked
that this property is true whatever the Amn profile. In the collisional regime, the
response (28) is replaced by
J//nn

= - Ssei /
T

" - <»*M

\
. v'
\(0 + IVc- 3

\

v

3«

where vc is the thermal electron-ion collision frequency. The width of the current
layer is now given by S8 Yvc/(0. After an integration of J//mn over r, the self
consistency constraint (15) leads to
(O= (One+ 0 O)Te

(32)

s ••*•

(33i

where equation (32) is similar to eq. (30) and (13), with a determined by Im(A) = O.
The function A is defined by
T+a -i- i - y2
2
A= 4i <i/S- I dy y3 exp - y2

/1 + i _v=_\|
I
(Oy3/
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and depends only on -=-. The parameter Pp is

PP"-

nT
2

(Iu.)2 (i + on.) 3s4

'

(34>

B /2Ho «J
"
with lie « ^, and scales as the equilibrium Pp. The values of a and pp/Ke5» with respect
LT
to the collision parameter Vc/d) are given on figure 1. It is vérifie:? that a varies
from 1/2 to 5/4 when the collisionality increases and that the~lowest thresholdP^/KeSe corresponds to Vc/OJ^ - 1. An important feature of the linear regime is" that the
width S6 or &,iv<J& of the current layer is typically much smaller than the ion
Lannor radius pi. This allows to neglect the influence of the electric potential Su.

-3.0
Fig- 1 !

Values

Of

Ct =(<!> - O)1Te V(I)Te

(dashed line) and marginal
treshold p^/KeS. (solid line) as
functions of the collision
parameter vc/(i>.

.-2.5

"

-2.0

1-1.5

U

1.0

IV — Non linear rQjirnt»

The non linear regime is reached when an electron actually experiences the
stochasticity of flux lines. This is realized when the diffusion scale S0 given by
(8) is larger than the linear current width 6e in collisionless regime or SeVvc/(u in
collisional regime. This allows the resolution of the Fokker-Planck equation (16)
with a perturbative procedure where the small parameter is So/So Max (l, Yvc/(u). It can
be shown (GARBET et al., 1988) that the zeroth order currents J//mri(r) are in
quadrature of phase with the A111n1S. Cancelling these currents is equivalent to
cancelling the electron flux ( —U-—^) and, as expected, this determines the static
e
Hn
"
electric field - 3^- through a relation of the type (13). The first order currents
are in phase with the A111n1S. However, it can be proved that the integrals I dr J//mn(r)
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do not vanish in two situations only : in collisionaJ regime or in the case where
the Amn'a are not constant within the current layers. This last condition imposes a
threshold PP - 1 for the instability to occur.
IV. 1. Cnlliaiofial rt»jime

The non linear condition S0 > 5BVvc/u) imposes that D/8) > VuJVc. On the other band,
the coliisional impedance insuring instability is maintained if the collision time
Vc is smaller than the diffusion-time 8§/D necessary^ for an electron^to diffuse
accross a current width. This imposes an upper bound to the induced diffusion
coefficient

D < Ve SS

1.OH

A.

Fig.2: Marginal threshold Bc/KeSo as a
function of the collision parameter
VcSn/D. The dashed line corresponds to
a Chirikov parameter O equal to 1 and
the solid line corresponds to a=2.
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0.6-
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0.2-

0.0-
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I

0.8

i
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This situation has been examined [GARBET et al., 1988] by replacing the Fokker
Planck equation (16) by the system
V//J-D, AN =- - e VE.VN
(36)
Sï- V//N - D8 Vj + VcJ - - V1. VJ
IDe
where N(X, E) - n«. 'x' and j(x, E) represent the density and current of electrons at a
T
given energy E. Following the perturbative procedure described above, this system

has been solved by a direct Fourier inversion. The threshold Pp/KeSo is given in
figure 2 as a function of the collision

parameter VcSo/D for a given Chirikov

parameter. Note that the turbulent field must produce overlapping magnetic islands
(a »

CTO

so that the actual

values of JKeScI cannot be much
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smaller than 1.

Consequently, it is verified from figure 2 that for reasonable values of pp~l, the
diffusion coefficient D must satisfy the constraint (35) . Moreover, if the electric
potential fluctuations are taken into account, it appears that the modes are stable
except if S0 < pi, so that
D S Vc pi

(37)

which provides coefficients D in agreement with experimental values only at the edge
of .tokamaks.

...-

IV. 2. Colliaionleas
A diamagnetic driving mechanism basically involves the electron drift which
appears in the frame of reference where the islands are static. Indeed, assuming
that the scale S0 is much smaller than the ion Larmor radius, the electric potential
fluctuations can be neglected and the ion electric drift is compensated by the
polarization drift so that the charge balance equation is
7//8J// + 6 V.(5nev«)= O
Using eg. (13) , the perturbed parallel current scales as

B

where Lc- LsXKeSn

is

the

correlation

fluctuations, which tend to satisfy

,

(38)

,

IL n / H8

length

given

by eq.

(11).

The density

V//(n B + 5ne) = O , scale as

y «A

VLn/

<39)

B

Within the frame of the constant Amn approximation, the self consistency constraint
(15), eq. (38) and (39) provide the order of magnitude for pp/KeSo
eT
B /2jio

L1

1

.

<40)

x

2

Since I KaSo) scales as the Chirikov parameter, i.e, is of order 1, the |£ threshold
must also be of order 1. This is also a consequence of the general result quoted
above, which states that in non linear collisionless regime,

unstable modes

correspond to Amn(r) components varying significantly over a scale SD .
A calculation of this threshold may be performed by replacing the Vlasov equation
(16) by a set of equations of type (17), determining each Fourier harmonic Fmn at the
scale 8D. For reference, figure 3 shows the actual Fmn deduced from a direct
computation of the Vlasov equation in a simple case VE = O, Amn = cte and the
modelized values deduced from (17) (GARBET et al., this conference).
This modelization allows an easier treatment of the non linear problem and a direct
insight in the involved mechanisms (GARBET et al., 1990). Restricting in a first
approach the matrix D^"' to a diagonal term D = DM |v//1 (cf. eq. (18)) and assuming
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11
1 increase in the
area
nL** ^h
^n*
^?1"9divertor
' "hich is
area seen^th»
seen by the plasma
when
the ergodic
is triggered
activated.byThan
'

that the operator - DuA may be replaced by a constant

SK// - JKeoWLs I» the current

response is simply
J//mn ,

-

/
(• - «=) *<
\a> - K//V// + i SK//IV//I

(41)

0.4-
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0.2-

0.20.00.1-

-0.20.0!"Inn

-0.4-0.4

-0.0

I
0.4

-0.4

-0.0

I
0.4

Fig-3: Comparison of the Fourier harmonics m,n of the electron distribution
function given by a numerical code,(points) and the values derived from eq. (17)
for a diagonal matrix De,'nn>

(dashed line) and for the case of coupling to the

neighbouring harmonics (solid lines). In the numerical computation, 11 island
chains (nt-l,n-5,. .,-5, arg(A1nJ1)-O) were implemented, corresponding to a Chirikov
parameter 0=2. The scales are BU^ - 0.2 and 80- (52J Si«0.09.
\o4 '
Performing the expansion in powers of SJSo - U/5K//ve, the current at zeroth order is,
as expected, in quadrature of phase with Amn and vanishes if (ù=û)ne+i-(ûTe whatever
Amn(r). The first order current, once introduced in the Ampère law leads to

+ ES. v(r - rnn) A0n- - K| A™,
where

v(x) -

2/ 4
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A very strong effect is observed
for 1
ED > 22-5 ^A- It consists

(42)

The equation (42) admits solution for {£ values which lie approximatively along the
line
K- 0.25 + 12 JKe&l

(43)

The stabilizing role of the electric potential fluctuations is evaluated by
including their effects in the electron and ion density and current responses and by
solving the neutrality condition. Figure 4 shows the variation of (Sn/pif with [£ Since
pI

L.

(44)

this curve provides an upper bound for D as a function of (£. Typically, for the
parameters of figure 4, an upper bound for the thermal diffusivity is obtained

cr.

7.4

where PPX is given by (43) for KeO0=O. 14, the temperature is in keV, other quantities
are in HKSA units and A is the mass number.

Curve (Sn/pifoD (see
eq.(44)) as a function of Pp. The
parameters are KgSu * 0.14, T|e=2,
S6XS0 - 0.2, q-2.

0.1-

0.0-

V

- CONCLUSION

While the magnetic turbulence is an attractive candidate to explain the anomalous
heat transport, it exists in situations which are not necessarily reached in
tokamalcs. Two basic mechanisms have been quoted : thermal effects and diamagnetic
destabilization. Concerning the first one, the filamentation of the equilibrium
current demands large residual islands, with a scale comparable to the temperature
gradient length. This constraint is somewhat released if the thermal insulation
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i3 alwa s not ver
y
y far «dially
mOSt) Hhereaa the
metal
outboard limiter is mainly carbon, the
metallic structures being located at least 5 cm awa radiall
Seco 1

inside these islands is better than in the plasma bulk. These modes do not involve a
P threshold. Conversely, an essential characteristic of the diamagnetic mechanism is
that the fluctuation large scales must be small compared to the ion Larmor radius,
since the behaviours of electrons and ions with respect to the turbulent electric
field must be different. Moreover, such a turbulence requires
order 1/-It then produces

a large transport

a poloidal Pp of

which could be involved in the P

limitation of tokamaks.
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